Lipid droplet-membrane contact sites - from protein binding to function.
In the general context of an increasing prevalence of obesity-associated diseases, which follows changing paradigms in food consumption and worldwide use of industry-transformed foodstuffs, much attention has been given to the consequences of excessive fattening on health. Highly related to this clinical problem, studies at the cellular and molecular level are focused on the fundamental mechanism of lipid handling in dedicated lipid droplet (LD) organelles. This Review briefly summarizes how views on LD functions have evolved from those of a specialized intracellular compartment dedicated to lipid storage to exerting a more generalized role in the stress response. We focus on the current understanding of how proteins bind to LDs and determine their function, and on the new paradigms that have emerged from the discoveries of the multiple contact sites formed by LDs. We argue that elucidating the important roles of LD tethering to other cellular organelles allows for a better understanding of LD diversity and dynamics.